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The Professional Package of Chess Assistant 9 includes two boxes:
Chess Databases DVD and
Chess Assistant 9 starter package CD.
Tip: if your PC has both a CD and a DVD drive, I recommend that you start all your installations via the DVD drive.
The Chess Databases DVD is loaded with over 3.4 gigabytes of data (see the folders screenshot below).

It comes with three million games (on 01.04.2006) and 376.000 correspondence games, in both Chess Assistant and zipped
PGN (portable game notation) format. These databases can be used in most of the available commercial and free chess
programs, such as Chess Assistant, Chessbase, Fritz, Shredder, Junior, Hiarcs, etc.
Convekta prides itself on having clean and approved databases without duplicates, with the number of games in less than 10
moves being just 0.8%. The player’s library has more than 200.000 unique player names, with more than 50.000
internationally rated players (from the FIDE elo list). Games are with full headers, which include all relevant game information.
Hugebase database has approximately 36.000 commented games, while the Correspondence database features more than
370.000 games from 1973-2005. The Player Encyclopedia includes 950 photos of selected chess players, with additional
player info, such as tournaments played and elo statistics. The MegaCAP, a Chess Assistant jewel has 36 million computer
evaluations!
A full install of all data will require 4 Gb of hard disk space.
The Chess Assistant 9 CD is prepared in English, German, French, Spanish and Italian and its requirements are Windows
2000/NT/XP, a CD-Rom and 128 Mb RAM.
The CD is accompanied with a unique serial number and a 112-page detailed English manual, which I strongly recommend
reading.

Comprehensive installation overview
Upon inserting the CD, you’re asked:

After replying positively, you’re prompted for the language:

After accepting the User Agreement, you need to enter your personal data (name and company) and the serial number
(included in the package).
Tip: be sure to enter the serial number correctly, to avoid having to reinstall the program.

Apart from the databases listed, you will also get a standard “Elite” database (5.000 games) installed, mainly useful for
experimenting the hundreds of interface possibilities. You will need to install the Correspondence chess database manually,
by copying it from the DVD to the "Bases" folder where you have installed Chess Assistant 9.
If your hard disk is overloaded, you’ll get a message as I did:

After less then a minute, you’re prompted again:

If you own a fast DVD drive, transferring all chosen data will take only a few minutes, after which you’re prompted to reinsert
the Chess Assistant 9 CD, which is already standard procedure.

Via online access, registering your valuable software is highly recommended:

These steps end the simple installation procedure.

Two nice icons will appear on your desktop.

The “CA9 Intro” will open offline in your browser:
“Introduction to the Chess Assistant video course of flash animations: Chess Assistant development staff have created a
video course including several flash animation videos. This course is designed to support the user’s work with Chess
Assistant documentation. We hope that it will help you to find answers to your questions and solutions to some of the
problems that you may encounter while working with Chess Assistant.”
The videos are really well done and you should not miss watching them!
Installation of Chess Assistant 9 Professional package took up around 2 Gb, located in the program installation folder. The
Chess Assistant Video folder takes up 100 megabytes of space only.
If you’ve entered your serial number wrongly, you will have to spend an additional few minutes in custom reinstalling. Here
are the directions, which have led me to a successful program start:

Choose only the executable “ca9.exe” file for removal. After the procedure ends, reinsert the Chess Assistant 9 CD.

Follow the instructions on the screen and choose “Chess Assistant starter”. After a couple of minutes, you’re ready. Below is
the beautiful splash screen.

And here is a screenshot of the newborn:

Convekta provides free updates and patches for its software. Chess Assistant 9 has a recommended 5 megabyte
patch/update, which I recommend installing immediately.

The update should be copied in the Chess Assistant 9 installation folder and executed, after which you will get the screen
below:

You will also need to temporarily place the Chess Assistant 9 CD (choose “no” if prompted to remove CA9), while applying
the patch, and after a few seconds, your work will be rewarded:

In the “About” menu of Chess Assistant 9 you will notice a change:

Program overview
Chess Assistant 9 supports playing chess online in the Internet Chess Club (ICC). Convekta’s support service offers answers
to all your related questions via email. In the past many years of cooperation with Convekta, I have found this service to be
on a high professional level.
You’re entitled for online free updates, too, a service you would not want to miss:

"CQL search" and "Composite search" functions, added to the existing ones, provide an unlimited resource for chess
research.

Below is a limited screenshot of the impressive Composite search possibilities:

The Correspondence chess database features 376.450 games and is an invaluable resource not only for email and
correspondence chess players, but for chess professionals too. Ideas and techniques demonstrated in these games
sometimes surpass over-the-board achievements.

Comprehensive Chess Openings 2006 offer theoretical data on all classical chess openings.

Below is an example of the Sicilian Dragon variation:

All the data is inter-connected with the existing chess databases and trees, offering perfect analytical research.
A one million game selection of highest quality games (included in the Hugebase) is placed in the Guru database for the
purpose of analyzing chess developments of the strongest chess players in the world.

The 3.000.000+ games database (Hugebase) is a unique source of games, an update necessary for every professional
player.

The screenshot above shows interface functions, which deserve special attention.
Several chess engines are included, headed by the powerful Shredder 9.11:

Users of earlier versions of Chess Assistant will notice the “Tiger” engines are no longer available. I personally liked the Tiger
engine, nevertheless will not mind experimenting with the superior Shredder 9.11.
Tip: increase the default hash size, according to your computer’s possibilities.
More useful functions are available in the “Engines” menu:

The need for testing our opening moves sequence memory is not new. It is an extremely useful and fun exercise as well,
which needs further testing and feedback.

Here is a useful excerpt from the built-in extensive help file (available also in the printed manual):
“This new mode helps the chess players to check their knowledge of opening and also points out the inaccuracies and the
mistakes and provides recommendations on their elimination. In this mode you should play out the opening as White or as
Black selecting the best moves according to your opinion. You can perform an opening testing for any defined opening
(select its name in the openings' list), for any particular opening index, or starting from any particular opening position. It is
also possible to select a player from the game database, who will be "acting as your opponent" (the program will select
moves from the player's opening repertoire). You can start testing opening in the following modes – Tree, View or List.”…
Conclusion:
Chess Assistant 9 Professional package is a must for any ambitious chess player and any trainer. The updated
database, along with the interface updates, offer access to modern chess study and research, typically unique
for the Chess Assistant series. It is a highly recommendable piece of work.
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